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“ I have really enjoyed this evening! I had heard about your drumming circles from our nurse, but not been able
to attend. However, after tonight, we will make it a priority. I wish I could do this weekly. It felt very therapeutic.
Thank you for being here tonight!! ”
“ A very fun informative session, that allowed us to think about ways to help our kids, while allowing relief for
parents…”
“ I like that you want kids to have fun while learning! ”
“ I never thought something like this would benefit so much, and after this evening, I can see so much how it
would help so many kids and even adults. Loved it! ”
“ Awesome music and techniques! Can’t wait to get home and try drumming with my babies.”
“ Heard of drumming before. Thought it was kinda silly, but tonight changed my thoughts. I really think this
would help my kids. I really enjoyed it! Thanks. “
“ I think that this experience was great because it helped break down barriers and help parents open up. Thank
you!”
“ An eye opening experience to what is available, other than the traditional means.”
“ I think my son would enjoy your class immensely.”
“ Everyone has a different rhythm in life and together they create its own form of harmony.”
“ Helpful and encouraging. A new idea to try for my child.”
“ Feeling –very relaxed to the music we played. The different sounds were great. “
“ I loved it. Totally unexpected. Intriguing.”
“Very refreshing and useful.”
“ Good exercises for children and excellent way to deal with stress.”
“ … We all need to express ourselves and music is great”
“ Awesome job! We really learned a lot from it! Thanks!”
“ I LOVED TONIGHT! I think what you do is amazing and you are changing people’s lives in such a positive
way! Thank you for coming and sharing your skills and talent!”
“Jorge was an exceptional speaker full of passion and energy. Very enthusiastic, well organized, clear,
organized. Yes, said it twice ! Awesome

